POUR OUT THY SPIRIT FROM ON HIGH

1. Pour your Spirit from above;
   Lord, now YOUR meeting servants bless;
   Mercy and gifts to each person give,
   And clothe YOUR people with holy life.

2. Here in YOUR temple while we stand,
   Teaching YOUR truth as YOU teach us,
   Savior, as stars in YOUR right hand
   Let all YOUR church’s leaders live.

3. Wisdom and faith and zeal give us;
   Make us strong, humble with YOUR power,
   For accepting YOUR people in our hearts
   And love all people as YOU love us.

4. Careful, and pray, and never give-up,
   All-day, all-night we stay guarding attention.
   Help us warn sinners, make believers happy,
   Care for YOUR lambs and feed YOUR sheep.

5. Then, time our work on earth completed,
   Let us in hope leave our earth place;
   O God, time Chief Shepherd comes again
   Let all YOUR people join with us. Amen
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